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The Government has repeatedly said that these changes only affect the 34 integrated CFA fire
stations which could not be further from the truth. The restructure will without a doubt affect at
minimum all of the neighbouring and nearby stations. The Government’s statements that “no
volunteers will be forced to leave” and “no Brigades will be forced to close” and similar offer no
comfort. Whilst thousands of volunteers are unlikely to suddenly quit CFA if a restructure is enacted
(although many will) what will happen over a period of years, a decade and then beyond is that the
roles and feeling of “community ownership” will be lost from volunteer Brigades in urban and semiurban areas due to boundary changes, practices, procedures, attitudes and the like that will come out
of FRV and the Union and volunteers will feel they are no longer valued or appreciated and many will
leave. These will be highly experienced and qualified fire fighters and these many thousands of
volunteers lost will massively reduce the surge capacity available from across CFA and it will not be
there at the times it is most needed to protect the lives and property of Victorians and visitors to our
State. This State could not come close to being able afford the financial cost of providing sufficient
paid firefighters to cover surge or even general elevated fire and emergency operations tempo.
It should also be very clearly understood that the rapid “roadshow” that followed in the week or two
after the announcement in no way constitutes consultation. It was after the legislation was already
drafted and only a few weeks before it went to Parliament. At best it was a poor attempt at informing
at the most basic of levels.
I recently attended a briefing session in Bendigo with the Minister and the Chief Officer of the CFA.
Those in attendance were left with little to no confidence that the proposed restructure was going to be
good for CFA volunteers nor the community and it was clear from the responses that the critically
important detail simply does not exist. With something as complex as fire services the detail is critical
as “the devil is in the detail”. This has been seen through the period of negotiations between the UFU
and the CFA attempting to pass the Unions EBA where many clauses were found to have
unacceptable impacts on volunteers, or the ability of CFA to deploy its resources efficiently and
flexibly. In many cases at that time, the Union and later the Government would publically indicate that
“she’ll be right” and “that’s not what the clauses meant” etc. When the CFA and then VFBV suggested
very minor changes that would have made clear the situation and would have been acceptable to
volunteers the Union would refuse to amend the clauses giving a clear signal as to their intent of such
clauses and their ability to use them to their advantage and the disadvantage of volunteers. In
something as complex and with the recent history of mistrust, the detail must be worked out and must
be clear before any restructure is supported and any Legislation is passed.
Unfortunately there is little to no residual trust remaining with most CFA volunteers for this
Government nor the United Firefighters Union. At our recent briefing it was again reinforced that what
the Premier and Minister have been publically saying is not even close to representative of many of
the facts contained within the draft Legislation. This has been a major ongoing issue of the past 12+
months and was very clearly publically articulated by Jack Rush QC recently. There is no trust that
the Government or UFU would negotiate detail fairly for the volunteers or Community benefit and they
have shown that they cannot be trusted on this issue. Similarly the Select Committee should not in my
view trust Government undertakings that cannot be plainly seen in black and white now.
The proposition tendered regularly in public by the Premier and the Minister that a restructure of the
fire services were recommended in a number of the last eight reviews involving fire services is
completely false. Again at our recent meeting the Minister started with the recommendations from the
Bushfires Royal Commission as a justification for the restructure. This is completely false and in fact
the recommendations from the Royal Commission included that the integrated model of CFA was
critically important on Black Saturday and the model should be strengthened.
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